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Abstract. This paper conducts a comparative analysis of three cases — Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam — to examine the distinctive features of Southeast Asian states’ involvement in peacekeeping. These cases provide representative insights into the motivations and experiences of regional states that joined UN peacekeeping operations at different historical junctures: Indonesia in the 1950s, Thailand in the 1990s, and Vietnam in the 2000s. By identifying the common and unique aspects of this engagement, the authors argue that Southeast Asian nations’ approaches to peacekeeping are deeply rooted in the values that underpin their foreign and domestic policies. Appealing to these values, Southeast Asian states contribute conceptual innovations to existing peacekeeping models, which are predominantly based on Western perspectives. By generalizing the peacekeeping experiences of Southeast Asian states, this paper fills a gap between broader publications that focus on Asian peacekeeping practices and single-country studies. The research underscores that Southeast Asian states, following a challenging period of decolonization and nation-building in the framework imposed by the Westphalian international relations system, have been trying to infuse their own approaches into the Westernized realm of international interaction. Since the 1950s, several regional states have participated in UN peacekeeping operations. The involvement of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in resolving the Cambodian conflict in the late 1980s and the Thailand — Cambodia settlement in 2008—2011 has stimulated the development of regional peacekeeping practices. By contributing to peacekeeping operations, Southeast Asian states aspire to enhance their regional and even global influence. In certain instances, their engagement in peacekeeping has ideological, cultural or religious motivations, or stems from specific foreign and domestic policy considerations.
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Introduction

The researchers often ignore the peacekeeping activities of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) member states. Yet many of them are now actively involved in United Nations peacekeeping missions. As of February 2023, seven ASEAN member states — Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam, Brunei, and the Philippines — made a significant contribution to the UN peacekeeping operations (UNPKO). Among the 101 states that have sent peacekeepers to UNPKO during this period, these countries ranked 8th (2704 peacekeepers), 25th (863), 26th (850), 45th (307), 48th (269), 78th (30) and 81st (28 peacekeepers), respectively. In 2022—2023, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, and Brunei accounted for

Malaysia, Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam overtook permanent members of the UN Security Council such as the US and Russia in terms of the quantitative parameters of the UNPKO participation. Since the early 21st century, the aforementioned Southeast Asian countries have been expanding their involvement in peacekeeping missions. Given this, the authors pose the following research question: Why have states that do not belong to the group of leading world powers intensified their peacekeeping activities in recent decades?

A number of studies focus on the peacekeeping experience of the Asia-Pacific countries (Guo Yanjun & Puja, 2022; Howe & Kondoch, 2017; Jenne, 2023). M. Cabellero-Anthony and A. Acharya analyze the impact of the UN peacekeeping operations on regional security in Asia (Cabellero-Anthony & Acharya, 2005). Some publications explore the functional areas of regional cooperation related to UN peacekeeping operations, regional and national approaches to conflict resolution, developing ASEAN — UN partnership in the sphere of peacekeeping, and ASEAN approaches to peace (Jones, 2020; Jones & Mulloy, 2021; Koldunova, 2019; Mahbubani & Sng, 2017). More recently, researchers have started focusing on ASEAN’s attempts to resolve the conflict in Myanmar that started in 2021. In doing so, they assess the Association’s existing and new mechanisms, particularly the role of the ASEAN Special Envoy on Myanmar (Rogozhina, 2021).

However, the participation of Southeast Asian countries in the UNPKO remains largely unexplored in the academic literature. D. Capie’s and L. Hutabarat’s publications focus on some aspects of Indonesia’s approaches to peacekeeping (Capie, 2016; Hutabarat, 2014; 2017). Vietnamese researchers Phan Xuan Dung and Nguyen Cao Viet Hung (Phan & Nguyen, 2022), the Australian researcher C. Thayer (2014), the already mentioned D. Capie (2014) and N. Chapman (2017) examine Vietnam’s peacekeeping activities. D. Pivovarov (2006) studies the interactions between Vietnam and the UN. Ch. Chinwanno (2004), K. Kraisoraphong and B. Howe (Kraisoraphong & Howe, 2014) review Thailand’s peacekeeping activities. However, the above-mentioned researchers neither focus on the non-Western specifics of peacekeeping, nor identify the common features of the ASEAN member states’ peacekeeping activities. This paper aims to bridge this analytical gap.

The paper examines three cases — Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam. These countries joined the UN peacekeeping activities at different stages: Indonesia in the 1950s, Thailand in the 1990s and Vietnam in the 2000s. The goal is to present specifics of Southeast Asian state’s peacekeeping practices that emerge from different historic and international contexts, which justify the choice of the mentioned cases.

Methodologically, every case study involved characterizing the main stages of the country’s involvement in peacekeeping, analyzing the structural changes in the government agencies that followed greater involvement in peacekeeping, providing a quantitative assessment of the peacekeeping troops, examining the value-based component of peacekeeping introduced by each country, and assessing the state’s self-representation of peacekeeping activities at the national and regional levels. The authors also identified the national interests that countries pursued in peacekeeping. For these purposes, the authors used official documents, interviews, and statements made by political leaders, diplomats,
and heads of the peacekeeping contingents concerning the peacekeeping. The national and UN statistics served as sources of quantitative data about national missions and troops. The analysis of the ASEAN member states’ motives for expanding their peacekeeping activities and the specifics emerging from their practical involvement in peacekeeping allowed the authors to draw a generalized conclusion on the specifics of ASEAN’s participation in peacekeeping.

**Indonesian Approaches to Peacekeeping**

Among all Southeast Asian nations, Indonesia became a pioneer in joining the UN peacekeeping operations. The country’s approaches to peacekeeping have varied depending on the transformation of its foreign and domestic policies or their ideological foundations (Murwanto et al., 2020, pp. 343—344). At the same time, a number of conceptual provisions of Indonesian foreign policy, such as focusing on equality and harmony, have continued to influence Indonesia’s peacekeeping activities regardless of the political regime.

Since President Sukarno’s tenure (1945—1967), Indonesia has sought to form the image of a peacemaker and mediator in resolving international conflicts. The sources of this aspiration emanate from the five principles of Indonesian statehood (Pancasila) and the traditional Javanese philosophy, which call for solving problems through diplomacy, restraint, and harmonious relations (known as Halus in Indonesian), avoiding brute force and pressure (Kasar).

In the context of peacekeeping, among the five principles of Indonesian statehood, the principle of maintaining “the unity of Indonesia” deserves special attention. It presupposes the inviolability of Indonesian borders and territorial integrity, and also reflects Indonesia’s commitment to sovereignty and support for the UN Charter as a mechanism for ensuring the equality of all sovereign nations (Capie, 2016, pp. 6—7). Moreover, Paragraph IV of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia also enshrines Indonesia’s obligation to participate in the establishment of a world order based on independence, perpetual peace, and social justice.4

In Sukarno’s worldview, the Global South countries, including Indonesia, had successfully defended their sovereignty in a difficult struggle against colonialism. Thus, he considered peacekeeping and the UN as global instruments to counter neocolonialism. Anticolonial motives justified Indonesia’s decision to send an Indonesian contingent to join the UN Emergency Forces (UNEF) in the Suez Canal as part of the operation to separate the conflicting Egypt and Israel.

Accordingly, Sukarno perceived the Arab-Israeli confrontation not as an ethno-religious conflict but as a continuation of the neocolonial policy towards the Arab countries, with Israel as the instrument of this policy (Kuklin, 2023, pp. 41—43). These ideas determined another guiding principle, according to which Indonesia’s participation in peacekeeping contingents required highest possible UN legitimization of a particular mission. At the same time, Indonesia aspired to prevent the UN from being used by global powers to interfere in the affairs of small or middle powers (Capie, 2016, pp. 3—4).

During President Suharto’s rule (1968—1998), more attention was paid to economic pragmatism. The search for investment from developed Western countries entailed the transformations in the old anticolonial rhetoric. Indonesia started to act from the position of a strong regional power, capable of proving itself at the global level as an intermediary and contributing its ideas to improve UN peacekeeping practices. For example, after the 1973 Yom Kippur War, the Indonesian political and military leader R. Abin headed the second UNEF contingent to disengage the conflicting
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Egypt and Israel, first as the Deputy Commander and from 1976 to 1979 as the Commander (Bar-Yaa cov, 1980, pp. 213—214).

During the Suharto presidency, Indonesian peacekeeping activities acquired a visible regional dimension. In the 1980s and 1990s, while attempting to solve the Cambodian problem, Indonesia strove to strengthen the ASEAN role as an organization ready to develop regional solutions to regional problems. From 1979 to 1989, Indonesia mobilized international community’s support for the Cambodian settlement and ensured that ASEAN’s position became part of the final declaration of the UN International Conference on Kampuchea in 1981 (Cook, 2017, pp. 37—39). After the establishment of the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia in 1992, Indonesia deployed more than 2,000 troops, police officers, and military observers.

In 1998, the Asian financial crisis and the fall of the Suharto regime led Indonesia into a period of fundamental transformations, including the democratization and demilitarization of Indonesian politics. The transition period was marked by controversy with the UN over East Timor. The military elites, who still retained significant political influence, opposed President B.J. Habibie’s decision to hold a referendum there and withdraw Indonesian troops who had been in Timor since 1975. However, in need of international financial assistance, Indonesia had to make concessions. Armed forces and law enforcement reform significantly limited the direct participation of the Indonesian contingent in peacekeeping operations (Alagappa, 2001, pp. 517—518).

In 2004, S.B. Yudhoyono became president as a result of Indonesia’s first-ever direct presidential election. He ensured that the Garuda Contingent, the peacekeeping contingent of the Indonesian armed forces, restored its positions in international peacekeeping operations. As a professional military man, S.B. Yudhoyono considered Indonesian participation in UN missions a priority. From 1995 to 1996, he himself led the Indonesian peacekeeping force in Bosnia and gained first-hand experience of participating in such operations.

Indonesia’s peacekeeping activities at the beginning of this century reflected the new realities of the country’s political development. Adhering to the principles of democracy, S.B. Yudhoyono realized the necessity to rely primarily on Indonesia’s moral authority. Indonesian diplomacy could no longer afford resorting to the power strategies associated with the Suharto style, as they could entail reputational losses for Indonesia in the eyes of the international community. From S.B. Yudhoyono’s viewpoint, Indonesia’s active participation in resolving regional conflicts, contribution to UN peacekeeping operations, and positioning Indonesia as a leader of the Islamic world should have contributed to overcoming the stereotypes of the past.

During the administration of S.B. Yudhoyono, the most significant contribution of Indonesia to peacekeeping was the establishment of the Peace Maintenance Mission Coordinating Team (TKMPP) in 2011. The team included the Coordinating Minister for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs (as Director), the Minister of Foreign Affairs (as Chairman), Minister of Defense, Minister of Law and Human Rights, Minister of Finance, Minister of National Development Planning, Cabinet Secretary, Commander of the Indonesian National Armed Forces, Chief of Indonesian National Police, and Head of the State Intelligence Agency. The task of the Coordinating Team was to develop policies and agree on the necessary steps to effect Indonesia’s participation in international peacekeeping missions based on national interests.5

5 Peacekeeping Contributor Profile: Indonesia // Providing for Peacekeeping. 2016. URL: https://www.providingforpeacekeeping.org/2016/02/05/peacekeeping-contributor-profile-indonesia/ (accessed: 08.03.2023).
As part of this group’s activities, S.B. Yudhoyono opened the Indonesian Peace and Security Center (IPSC) in Sentul, Bogor, in 2011. The center was established to train the Garuda Contingent and representatives of other countries’ peacekeeping contingents. Under S.B. Yudhoyono, PT Pindad, an Indonesian state-owned enterprise specializing in military and commercial products, also provided support for the Indonesian contingent. The use of domestically produced small arms, helicopters, boats, armored vehicles, and light armored vehicles has become another hallmark of Indonesian peacekeepers (Hutabarat, 2014, pp. 195—196).

During Yudhoyono’s presidency, Indonesia successfully organized a peacekeeping mission under ASEAN auspices. In 2011, as the ASEAN Chair, Indonesia mediated the Cambodia — Thailand border dispute over the Preah Vihear Temple. Following a series of armed clashes between the two ASEAN countries, the then Foreign Minister of Indonesia M. Natalegawa convened an emergency session of ASEAN in Jakarta, where Cambodia and Thailand agreed to allow Indonesian observers (40 military and civilian specialists) to monitor the disputed border area (Jenne, 2014, pp. 168—170).

Under the two terms of President J. Widodo, Indonesia has continued to promote its global peacekeeping brand. In 2015, the Indonesian government published a new policy guide for Indonesia’s participation in UNPKOs. The guide, titled the “Roadmap Vision 4,000 Peacekeepers for 2015—2019,” was put into effect by the Minister of Foreign Affairs Regulation No. 05/2015. According to the regulation, Indonesia must strictly adhere to the basic principles of UNPKOs, including the consent of all parties, impartiality, and the non-use of force except in cases of self-defense.⁶

Despite the fact that by 2020 Indonesia was only able to send 2,674 people to UNPKOs (almost half of the roadmap’s defined goal), it still ranked 8th among the top 10 countries contributing troops to UNPKOs (Murwanto et al., 2020, pp. 349—350).

As a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council from 2019 to 2020, Indonesia not only focused on its traditional priority areas such as the Rohingya problem in Myanmar and the Palestine issue but also sought to contribute to the conceptualization of new peacekeeping areas, such as increasing the role of women in peacekeeping. Under the Indonesian presidency, the UN Security Council (UNSC) adopted Resolution 2538 (2020) on female personnel in UN peacekeeping missions by consensus on August 28, 2020.⁷ Currently, 158 Indonesian female peacekeepers serve in 7 UN missions in Lebanon, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Central African Republic, South Sudan, Darfur, Mali, and Western Sahara.⁸

It is worth noting that Indonesia is also active outside the framework of the UN peacekeeping missions. A recent example of this is President J. Widodo’s mediation efforts to resolve the conflict in Ukraine, undertaken in June-July 2022, on the eve of the G20 summit in Bali.⁹

---

International Peacekeeping: Thailand’s Experience

In December 1946, Thailand became the 55th member of the UN. 10 Thailand’s accession to the UN was motivated by the need to overcome the legacy of the Second World War, during which Thailand was an ally of militarist Japan, and to ensure the support of all five permanent members of the UNSC. In 1950, Thailand was one of the first countries to send nearly 12,000 soldiers to the Korean Peninsula as part of the UN Command. 11 Yet, Thailand’s most extensive and ideologically neutral participation in peacekeeping started in the late 20th century.

Thailand has been systematically engaged in UN peacekeeping since 1991 when the government sent 7 Thai officers to the demilitarized zone between Iraq and Kuwait, and soon after expanded the number of officers to 50 in the UN Mission in Iraq (UN Guard Contingent in Iraq, UNGCI). Thai officers were also subsequently sent to Cambodia, Sierra Leone, East Timor, and Sudan. However, the largest Thai contingents were based in the UN mission in East Timor. 12

There were several reasons for Thailand’s increasing participation in peacekeeping after the end of the Cold War. For the first time, international peacekeeping officially became one of Thailand’s foreign policy priorities in its UN activities. In the 1990s, ASEAN member states started to develop principles of interaction between their armed forces. As A. Acharya noted, in the 1980s this cooperation was aimed at exchanging experience in combating insurgency movements, primarily communists, while in the 1990s, the focus shifted to countering external challenges and threats (Acharya, 1992, p. 15).

As of 2023, Thailand ranked 45th among countries contributing to UN peacekeeping activities. 13 Thai peacekeepers participated in 3 UN missions: South Sudan (273 soldiers, 5 officers, 2 experts, and 13 police personnel), the United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) (6 experts), and Somalia. 14

The expansion of Thai peacekeeping led to the establishment of the Peace Operations Center (POC) within the Royal Thai Armed Forces. 15 Three units operating under the Center include the engineer company, a mobile hospital and the division responsible for well drilling. The Center can request personnel from 3 branches of the Royal Thai Armed Forces depending on the specifics of the UN mission. The Center is also responsible for representing the armed forces in the government during Thailand’s decision-making process on joining peacekeeping operations, providing training for Thailand’s peacekeeping forces according to the UN standards and managing deployment process of Thai peacekeeping troops.

Thailand has its own philosophy of peacekeeping. At the official level, Thailand perceives its participation in peacekeeping as a contribution to achieving the UN sustainable development goals. Thus, peacekeeping is
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primarily understood as an action that ensures development. In conflict zones, Thailand seeks to apply the concept of “sufficiency economy” proposed by the late King Rama IX of Thailand in 1997. Unlike other concepts of economic growth, it advocates for following the “middle” path in economic activity and lifestyle, rejecting extreme forms of consumption, establishing ethically correct interpersonal relations, and caring for nature. Although economists both in Thailand and abroad question the practical implementation of the concept, its connection with peacekeeping allows Thailand to emphasize its unique approach to peacekeeping.

Thailand interprets the tasks of its peacekeepers broadly, using the principle of “more than a mission mandate.” It implies that in addition to stabilizing the situation in the conflict zone, Thailand’s peacekeepers fulfill a range of tasks such as establishing friendly relations and partnerships with local communities, supporting infrastructure and economic projects, and transferring Thailand’s developmental experience that suits the local conditions. It is also obligatory for Thailand’s peacekeepers to consider local cultural and religious specifics. As the Director of the Center for Peacekeeping Operations, Rear Admiral N. Ketsumboon emphasized in his 2019 interview that over Thailand’s participation in UNPKO the UN authorities have not registered a single case of Thai peacekeepers unacceptable behavior in the host countries.

The philosophy of Thai peacekeeping also implies an emphasis on gender equality. By the early part of this decade, the 3 Thailand’s peacekeeping contingents included 14 women. According to a concept paper submitted to the UN, Thailand advocates for women participation in all stages of the peace process as they can effectively address community issues affecting women and children.

The research literature provides several explanations for Thailand’s increased peacekeeping activities. Its expansion has allowed Thailand to shape a positive image of the country and demonstrate significant achievements in foreign policy, particularly during periods of political turbulence at home (such as the military coups in 2006 and 2014). The intensification of peacekeeping activities has also allowed Thailand to strengthen its position in the UN. In 1998, Thailand joined the UN Standby Arrangement System, which created a register of member state resources for peacekeeping operations (Kraisornaphong & Howe, 2014).

As part of the UN mission in South Sudan, Thai peacekeepers focus on carrying out engineering work and restoring communications between different parts of the country when their disruption hinders the delivery of humanitarian aid. Another area of the Thailand contingent’s activity is providing training to local communities in agriculture. In general, Thailand’s traditional culture of goodwill contributes to establishing effective communication between the Thai military and local communities.

The philosophy of Thai peacekeeping also implies an emphasis on gender equality. By the early part of this decade, the 3 Thailand’s peacekeeping contingents included 14 women. According to a concept paper submitted to the UN, Thailand advocates for women participation in all stages of the peace process as they can effectively address community issues affecting women and children.

The research literature provides several explanations for Thailand’s increased peacekeeping activities. Its expansion has allowed Thailand to shape a positive image of the country and demonstrate significant achievements in foreign policy, particularly during periods of political turbulence at home (such as the military coups in 2006 and 2014). The intensification of peacekeeping activities has also allowed Thailand to strengthen its position in the UN. In 1998, Thailand joined the UN Standby Arrangement System, which created a register of member state resources for peacekeeping operations (Kraisornaphong & Howe, 2014).


Vietnam and International Peacekeeping

Unlike Indonesia and Thailand, Vietnam joined the UNPKO much later — in 2014, Vietnam sent its first two officers to South Sudan. However, despite the relatively short period, participation in peacekeeping operations became one of Vietnam’s foreign policy and defense priorities aimed at shaping the image of a responsible member of the international society.

Initially, Hanoi was cautious about the UNPKO. From 1975 to 1993, Vietnam refrained from making its annual UN contribution on peacekeeping and in 1993 declined the UN General Secretary’s B. Boutros-Ghali proposal to join peacekeeping forces (Capie, 2014, p. 116).

This position was based on Vietnam’s historic memory of foreign invasions. Vietnam regarded national sovereignty and territorial integrity as immutable values, and its political elite and society regarded the presence of foreign troops on another state’s territory as a violation of national sovereignty and disrespect for the principle of non-interference in another state’s internal affairs. Former Deputy Foreign Minister and Head of the Vietnam Communist Party Central Committee’s Commission for External Relations, Le Hoai Trung, stated that Vietnam viewed UNPKOs as an instrument of influence by the US and Western countries, contrary to the UN Charter and international law.23

In the 1980s and 1990s, Vietnam faced internal challenges and focused mainly on recovering its national economy and implementing reforms known as Doi Moi. During that time, the country lacked sufficient human and financial resources, experience, and an appropriate legislative framework to fully engage in peacekeeping missions (Phan & Nguyen, 2022, p. 3).

Since the early 2000s, however, Vietnam’s approach to peacekeeping missions has changed. Economic growth, Vietnam’s preparations for serving as a non-permanent member of the UNSC from 2008 to 2009, and its upcoming chairmanship in ASEAN in 2010 have all contributed to a shift in Vietnam’s attitude towards international peacekeeping. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs supervised the creation of special groups of representatives from leading ministries to explore the possibilities for Vietnam to join UN peacekeeping activities (Phan & Nguyen, 2022, p. 4). The 2009 Vietnam National Defense White Paper declared that “Vietnam greatly appreciated the role of the UN and regarded the peacekeeping operations (PKO) as an important function of the UN.”24

In 2013, the Politburo of the Communist Party of Vietnam ratified the master plan “Vietnam People’s Army’s participation in the UNPKO in 2014—2020 and in the following years.”25 In the same year, the National Assembly revised Paragraph 64 of the Constitution, thus, allowing sending Vietnamese military forces abroad.26 In 2014, the
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Vietnamese Peacekeeping Center became operational and was later transformed into Vietnam Department of Peacekeeping Operations (VDPO), which coordinates all activities related to Vietnam’s participation in the UNPKO.

By 2023, 526 Vietnamese military personnel and public security officers had participated in UN peacekeeping missions in South Sudan and the Central African Republic. These included more than 70 military officers (observers and liaison officers), nearly 250 military doctors, and 200 sappers. Vietnam operates four Level-2 field hospitals in South Sudan. Vietnam also demonstrates good performance in terms of women participation in peacekeeping missions, with their current share being 16%, which exceeds the UN recommended minimum of 15%. However, Vietnam limits its participation in peacekeeping to logistics, advisory, and humanitarian tasks, avoiding any combat operations (Phan & Nguyen, 2022, p. 7). An agreement between Vietnam and the UN allows Vietnamese military personnel to reject involvement in peacekeeping operations that may have a negative impact on Vietnam’s bilateral relations with other countries.

Vietnam’s peacekeeping activities extend beyond the UN framework and also have a regional dimension. In 2021—2023, Vietnam and Japan became co-chairs in the ASEAN Defense Ministerial Meeting with Dialogue Partners (ADMM+) Expert Working Group on Peacekeeping Operations (EWG on PKO). In 2022, Vietnam hosted the meeting of the Association of Asia-Pacific Peace Operation Training Centers (AAPTC) for the first time. Additionally, Vietnam chaired the ASEAN Peacekeeping Centers Network (APCN) in the same year. Vietnam proposed displaying the ASEAN flag along with the national flag of ASEAN member states participating in peacekeeping operations.

Vietnamese peacekeepers strictly adhere to three basic principles of UN peacekeeping: consent of the parties, impartiality, and non-use of force except in self-defense and defense of the mandate. These guidelines align in many respects with Vietnam’s “Four No’s” defense policy, which rejects the use of force and joining any military alliances. The latest Vietnam Defense White Paper in 2019 reaffirmed Vietnam’s commitment “to make substantive contributions and broaden its participation in UN peacekeeping operations.”


34 Ibid. P. 27.
Vietnam’s increasing peacekeeping activities are also driven by the need to strengthen the country’s defense capabilities. Vietnam expects peacekeeping to contribute to the modernization of the People’s Army. Another significant factor is the growing role of the Ministry of Defense in foreign affairs. Vietnam has signed memorandums of understanding on peacekeeping with 9 countries: Australia, India, China, New Zealand, Russia, the USA, France, South Korea, and Japan. Additionally, Vietnam has signed memorandums with the UN and EU.

Vietnam’s decision to join the UNPKO also indicates its intention to position itself as a reliable and responsible member of the international community, a dynamic economy, a politically stable country with a modern and well-equipped army. Participation in UN peacekeeping operations enhances the international status of Vietnam’s army, which serves not only as a guarantor of political stability, but also contributes to Vietnam’s international integration.

**Conclusion**

The analysis presented suggests that despite the existing national peacekeeping specifics, the ASEAN countries analyzed in this paper share a number of similarities in their approaches to peacekeeping. It is these similarities that currently form the regional model of peacekeeping activities.

In their peacekeeping practices, ASEAN states that once suffered from colonialism attach particular importance to issues of national sovereignty, territorial integrity, and the non-use of peacekeeping as a means of influencing small and middle powers by great ones. This position is most clearly manifested in Indonesian approaches to peacekeeping, but also finds reflection in the values shared by Vietnam and Thailand. The historical memory of the Indochinese wars determined Vietnam’s initially cautious approach to peacekeeping, which until the 1990s was considered an instrument to interfere in the internal affairs of other states.

All the countries under review strive to expand and supplement conventional peacekeeping practices, largely formed by the leading Western countries, with new conceptual and practical tools originating from their own political and economic development. In some cases, the experience of regional conflict resolution in Southeast Asia becomes a valuable source of innovative developments in peacekeeping. Relying on the UN peacekeeping and its mediator stance in a number of conflicts, Indonesia is seeking to consolidate its role as a regional leader and even as an aspiring global power. The implementation of these tasks should be facilitated, among other things, by the activities of the Indonesian Peace and Security Center, a training hub for peacekeepers not only from Indonesia but also from other countries. Thailand is also trying to propose its own approach to post-conflict economic recovery based on the “sufficiency economy” concept, which opposes the hyper-consumption model of Western development. Although the practical implementation of this concept causes controversy among economists, it nevertheless allows Thailand to occupy its own niche in peacekeeping by focusing on Thai peacekeepers’ contribution to the infrastructural and agricultural reconstruction of countries that have experienced conflict. Vietnam, in turn,
participating in peacekeeping operations, seeks to emphasize its humanitarian role, the sense of belonging to ASEAN, and openness to international cooperation on a constructive basis.

Peacekeeping helps Southeast Asian countries solve a number of foreign and domestic policy problems. It serves as a universal way to improve their status in the UN structure, to form the image of responsible and indispensable international actors (even in cases of very limited participation in peacekeeping missions), to strengthen the capabilities of their armies, and to develop defense diplomacy. The latter plays a special role for Southeast Asia as a whole, since it allows enriching ASEAN-centered regional multilateral interaction (e.g., ADMM, ADMM+) with the experience gained by the Southeast Asian states through peacekeeping activities of global scale.
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